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There are many administrative processes and
activities that need to be completed on a daily basis
to ensure housing associations keep running
efficiently. So how could automation help?
TODAY'S

CHALLENGES

DISPARATE FUNCTIONS
WORKING IN SILO
One of the oldest but still ongoing issues for those in the housing industry is the management of different
departments and disparate systems. Housing (and especially housing associations) combines different
fields of expertise, different issues and different personnel. The management and tracking of services such
as finance, HR, customer services, estate services, maintenance, tenancy, social services and external
service providers has meant that many organisations today struggle to find an effective CRM/ERP that
works for everyone and so it is quite likely that important data is sitting in different silos, making
collaboration between departments very difficult.
Key goals for the leaders in the housing industry:
Create one platform that can accommodate the needs of many different teams/people
Easily cascade information and updates to different departments

LACK OF STANDARDISED
PROCESSES
In order to serve these customers better, you must have consistent standards and procedures. The
problem is that wherever humans are involved there will always be errors in work, and this is especially
true of monotonous tasks carried out in bulk. There are many administrative processes and activities that
need to be completed on a daily basis to ensure housing associations keep running efficiently. These
include tenant onboarding, rental agreements, maintenance, customer service and housing compliance.
Key goals for leaders in housing:
• Asses and redesign processes which have been in place for many years - and do so in a quick
and consistent manner.
• Perform an increasing amount of work with limited resources.
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TODAY'S

CHALLENGES

BACKLOG
CURRENTLY

BUILDING

Many housing organisations have had to prioritise certain types of work which can be carried out virtually.
This has left a wide number of small (but no less important) tasks to build up for return. Backlog can
quickly get in the way of day-to-day priorities and traditionally the only way to deal with it was to allocate
extra time or resources, but this may be impractical at the moment with social distancing, and is unlikely
where budgets are tight at the moment.
Key goals for leaders in housing:
Handling increased workload with the same (or less) resources
Working through backlog

WHY AUTOMATION IS SEEN AS A KEY
TOOL IN ADDRESSING CHALLENGES
Disparate functions working in silo
One of the key benefits of RPA as a tool is that it can gather information from different servers, systems,
spreadsheets as well as information online and collate it in one location. This would mean that all of the
disparate services relating to one property could easily be assembled into one place.

Lack of standardised processes
Low level tasks that are high in volume are much better suited to a robot. not only does this ensure
standardisation of process and remove human error but the ultimate aim is to give your team more time to
focus on that customer as a person and improve the quality and personalisation of service.

Backlog currently building
With remote access to your systems, a bot can be made to suit your backlog (in a matter of days) and
quickly cleared. For short terms solutions like this, you can even “rent-a-bot” as opposed to buying
licenses, hosting etc

73% of housing leaders agree that their board actively
supports an innovation culture by pursuing technology
initiatives that impact strategy.
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ROBOTIC
ALSO
AS...

PROCESS

KNOWN

IN ONE
SENTENCE..

RPA
RDA (Robotic Desktop Automation)
Attended automation
Unattended automation
Virtual Worker

OPTICAL
ALSO
AS...

KNOWN

OCR takes scanned documents
and images and turns their text into
digital data.

IN ONE
SENTENCE..

Automated Business
Process Discovery (ABPD).

ALSO
AS...

I Q B O T

MAJOR
VENDORS...

During process mining, event log data
in analysed in order to identify
patterns. Task mining capture user
interaction data, so as to analyse how
their people are getting work done.

MAPPING

KNOWN

BPM
Process workflow

MAJOR
VENDORS...

MINING

KNOWN

PROCESS

RECOGNITION

IN ONE
SENTENCE..

PROCESS/TASK

MAJOR
VENDORS...

Robotic Process Automation takes
desktop actions done by humans,
records them and then is able to
replicate them adding on basic
if/then logic to complete tasks.

CHARACTER

OCR
Intelligent data capture

ALSO
AS...

AUTOMATION

IN ONE
SENTENCE..

MAJOR
VENDORS...

Process Mapping is the technique of using
flowcharts to illustrate the flow of
a process, proceeding from the most macro
perspective to the level of detail required to
identify opportunities for improvement.

Proservartner are independent consultants, we have a strong relationship with many of the leading technology
providers and can offer an honest and experience-based viewpoint as to what will work for your organisation.
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AUTOMATION POTENTIAL IN:
THE HOUSING SECTOR
Intelligent Automation is ideally suited to the housing sector, particularly in areas such as asset
management, finance, HR and contact centres. Our advice is to start by identifying well-defined, simple,
high-volume, repeatable processes for automation. For example, accounts reconciliation, payroll and
accounts payable are all tasks that easily lend themselves to RPA.
Here’s some examples of what digital workers can do:
Categorise, log and index incoming paperwork to ensure fast processing, increase data accuracy and meet
required deadlines.
Recognise document types, reference numbers and relevant dates on incoming mail and validate data
against your Association’s compliance rules.
Sort documents by type and upload to the relevant housing system, allowing workflow to be allocated to the
correct person to deal with.
Provide automated email notifications.
Integrate and migrate tenancy and housing data between multiple systems. This can help with the efficient
transfer of data from traditional legacy systems to new cloud based solutions.
Onboarding – onboarding can be a lengthy, time consuming process consisting of application submission
and review, lease signing and securing deposits.
Using RPA technology, it is possible to automate the validation of information on each application quickly
and accurately, and even enroll tenants into an online system.
Complaints Management – automatically recognise, log and assign incoming complaints to ensure you
meet your required housing association service standards.
Statement Reconciliation – Reconcile your statements automatically
The overall aim of automation is not to replace humans, but by tackling the straightforward cases, it gives
your team more time to handle the complex ones, and ensures higher standards of service across the
board.

THE RIGHT PARTNER IS CRITICAL FOR ANY
DIGITAL TRANSFORMATION PROJECT
How can your organisation embrace automation and
get the most out of new technology?
There’s several factors. The first is ensuring you have
the right foundations, fully understand your processes
and infrastructure and your team is onboard. Then
there’s finding the right technology to solve your
problem and of course actually building virtual bots to
carry out the task. With our in-house development
team based in the UK coupled with experienced
business analysts, the Proservartner team can take
you through every step of the journey.

21 Certified Developers
11 Business Analysts
8 Solution Architects
5 Infrastructure Specialists

THE 'A' TEAM
IS YOUR TEAM.

INFORMED &
INHOUSE.

FAST
IMPLEMENTATION.

With 40+ experts around the
globe, the team you meet
will be the team that works
on your project.

Our team of developers are
based in the UK and we do
not outsource work.

Our agile methodology
allows us to carry out
automation projects in
weeks, not months.

SOME
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